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Abstract
This white paper helps data scientists, architects and developers
understand how Cisco Metacloud and Cloudwick work together to
process Big Data workloads in a cloud environment. It will provide an
overview of Big Data services and how clusters are best architected for a
Cisco Metacloud environment, including Hadoop, Spark, Cassandra and
Elastic.
It also discusses the ideal use patterns of big data services, Cloudwick’s
deployment strategy and Cloudwick’s managed service for Cisco
Metacloud.
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Introduction
Big data offers companies tremendous insight, but with terabytes and petabytes of
data pouring into enterprises today, traditional architectures and infrastructures are
not up to the challenge. IT teams are burdened with ever-growing requests for data,
ad hoc analyses and one-off reports. Decision makers become frustrated because
it can take hours or days to get answers to questions, if those answers are even
possible to achieve.
According to Gartner1 , Big Data can have a major impact on your current business
in three ways. It can help you:
•

Discover hidden insights – For example, if you consider customer survey data

•

Improve decision making with enriched information – For example, if you consider

•

Automate business processes – For example, you can look at detailed stock

To ensure a
positive ROI on a
Big Data project,
it is crucial to
reduce the cost
of the solutions
used to find that
value.

when investigating service cancellations, you may detect a pattern or root cause
that wasn’t visible before, enabling you to make changes and thereby eliminate
cancellations and improve retention.
a customer’s social media profile, you can get a clearer picture of the customer
and their place in the world, enabling you to improve your response to service
inquiries and even prioritize fraud alerts.
trading information to identify patterns that lead to poorly executed trades and
automate the process so steps are taken to avoid those trades when the pattern
occurs again.

When considering Big Data projects and architecture, there are a number of challenges
that need to be addressed for you to be successful in Big Data and predictive analytics.
The major challenges are:
•

Data integration – The ability to combine data not similar in structure or source and

•

Data volume – The ability to process the volume at an acceptable speed so

•

Skills availability – Big Data is being harnessed with new tools and analyzed in

•

Solution cost – Since Big Data has opened up a world of possible business

1
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to do so quickly and at reasonable cost. With such variety, a related challenge is
how to manage and control data quality so that you can meaningfully connect well
understood data from your data warehouse with data that is less well understood.
information is available to decision makers when they need it.

different ways. There is a shortage of people with the skills to bring together the
data, analyze it and publish the results or conclusions effectively.
improvements, there is a great deal of experimentation and discovery taking
place to determine the patterns that matter and the insights that turn to value.
To ensure a positive ROI on a Big Data project, it is crucial to reduce the cost of
the solutions used to find that value.

Laney, Doug, “Getting Value from Big Data” (Gartner webinar), Gartner, 2011
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Cisco Metacloud Advantage in
Data Analytics
Cisco Metacloud™ is an excellent solution to some of an organization’s biggest business
and technology challenges. This Infrastructure-as-a Service (IaaS) offering delivers
a reliable and programmable infrastructure for your application development and
operations teams while providing a public cloud experience behind your firewall, on
your premises and with full remote management.

Benefits of Cisco Metacloud
Reduce costs, increase efficiency and introduce innovative new business models
to make your enterprise more agile and efficient while simplifying operations and
infrastructure. Cisco Metacloud helps you:
•

Increase cloud reliability with a solution designed to get up and running quickly
and stay up continuously. Our redundant controller design helps ensure that your
cloud services stay up even in the event of controller hardware failure.

•

Empower your developers and software engineers by giving them instant access
to a programmable cloud with the resources they need to innovate, including
computing, storage, network and load-balancing resources and more.

•

Cut costs by bringing predictable, high-volume workloads in-house, while limiting
costly public cloud use to spikes and variable workloads.

•

Free your IT staff to focus on helping end users build the innovative applications
your business needs to succeed. Cisco professionals perform all the engineering,
setup and ongoing operations for your Cisco Metacloud.

•

Get easy updates with our leading OpenStack-as-a-service delivery model. We
believe that cloud upgrades should be easy and worry-free, so we deliver the
most up-to-date software patches, so there is no need for you to do anything.

Reduce costs,
increase efficiency
and introduce
innovative new
business models
to make your
enterprise more
agile and efficient.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Cisco Metacloud gives you comprehensive cloud capabilities,
including:
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•

Freedom of Location: Your private cloud can be built in your own data center

•

Security: Cisco Metacloud takes data security very seriously, and we are committed

•

Excellent Price-Performance Ratio: By combining open source software, high-

•

Enhanced OpenStack: Cisco Metacloud is not a traditional OpenStack distribution.

or in a co-location facility of your choice. You can create multiple availability
zones and deliver a consistent experience for users and administrators. We will
work with your teams to design and implement the right environment for your
applications and business.
to protecting our clients’ environments. Our controls include OS hardening such
as secure audit trail logging, SSL/TLS encryption on API endpoints, restricted
end-user access via the dashboard and APIs and restricted Cisco support access
via our secure administrative gateway.
performance system design and hardware flexibility, Cisco delivers a superior
price-performance ratio compared to alternative cloud options.
Our world-class OpenStack engineering and operations teams have built it for
stability and for superior performance and scale. Its unique capabilities include:
•

Computing: Resize instance and auto instance failover

•

Networking: Auto network range expansion, Cisco Metacloud gateway and
rapid failover with dynamic VLAN allocations and Layer 3 expansion

•

Control plane: Highly scalable and full high availability

•

Dashboard enhancements: Live statistics and historical graphs for hypervisors,
controllers and vCPU use					

•

Reliability: Our redundant controller design ensures that your cloud service stays

•

Operational Support: Every Cisco deployment includes operational support to

•

Self-service Capabilities: Administrators can quickly create new projects, assign users

up despite failures or during maintenance upgrades. This allows us to upgrade your
environment over time without interruption to cloud services. Cisco Metacloud is
built to simply stay up and running.

keep your cloud running all day, every day. Our cloud operations team integrates
transparently with your change control structure to perform maintenance and
deliver updates, while actively monitoring and managing your environment
around the clock.
and set quotas on cloud usage, with full visibility into stack health, performance
and capacity. You can create and rapidly deploy custom ‘gold’ images, custom
flavors and sizes and give your developers self-service, on-demand access.
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Cloudwick Advantage in Data
Analytics
Cloudwick is the leading provider of open source, cloud and advanced analytics for
the modern enterprise enabling global companies to enter new markets, create new
revenue and lower capex and opex. Cloudwick offers the most extensive portfolio of
modern data warehouse, business intelligence, cybersecurity and advanced analytics
services and solutions.

Cloudwick One – Managed Solutions for Cisco Metacloud
Cloudwick One® powers the data-driven enterprise with zero vendor lock-in. Cloudwick
uses Cisco Metacloud as the Big Data platform and open source software and Cloudwick
One powers your Hadoop, Cassandra, Spark and Elastic cluster administration,
development and advanced analytics.
Cloudwick is certified by the leading open source, cloud and hardware vendors and
has over hundreds of thousands of hours of experience architecting, engineering and
scaling production enterprise Big Data at hundreds of Global 1000 companies. Unlike
other providers, Cloudwick offers comprehensive services, from Use Case to POC, Pilot
to Production and beyond using your choice of open source software and platform,
increasing your enterprise flexibility, agility and competitive advantage.
Cloudwick One builds bimodal platforms and applications using leading commercial
open source and cloud solutions for the digital enterprise. The portfolio includes
modern data and analytics applications for adaptive security, business intelligence,
data science, IoT and more, enabling data-driven enterprises to gain competitive
advantage.

»» Cloudwick is the leader in Open Source & Cloud

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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A Private Cloud that Works Like a Public Cloud
Cloudwick
handles all the
engineering, setup
and operations

Cloudwick One’s Managed Solution for Cisco Metacloud’s primary focus is to provide
guidance to cloud service customer organizations in all industries on how best to
deploy new and existing Big Data analytics applications to the cloud and manage
them effectively.
•

Cisco Metacloud eases your migration to the cloud while providing the choice,
flexibility and data governance that you and your partners require, including
support for hybrid architectures.

•

Cloudwick’s team of cloud experts handles all the engineering, setup and operations
for your on-premises private cloud, so you can focus on building and running your
applications. It’s delivered by Cisco in an as-a-service model, on your hardware,
in your data center, anywhere in the world.

so you can focus
on building and
running your
applications.

10
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Shared Responsibility Model
When evaluating the security of a cloud solution, it is important for customers to
understand and distinguish between security of the cloud and security in the cloud:
•

Cloud service provider (Cisco Metacloud) implements, operates and manages
“security of the cloud”

•

Customer retains controls of security measures related to content, platform,
applications, systems and networks that make use of Metacloud services –
“security in the cloud”

Cloudwick will work with clients to define the shared security model and derive the
responsibilities of Cisco, Cloudwick and the Client. Below diagram depicts the shared
responsibility model.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Cloudwick One: 1-2-3 Roadmap
for Big Data Success
Unlike other providers, Cloudwick offers comprehensive services, from Use Case to
POC, Pilot to Production and beyond using customer’s choice of open source software
and platform, increasing enterprise flexibility, agility and competitive advantage.

Deployment Strategy
Cloudwick’s managed services administer the entire lifecycle of infrastructure and
applications within Metacloud cloud by leveraging OpenStack Orchestration engine.
The OpenStack Orchestration service, code name “Heat”, automatically configures
and deploys resources in stacks; for example, deploying a multi-node Hadoop or
Cassandra clusters or deploying lamp architecture.
OpenStack Orchestration, leveraging Heat, can launch multiple composite cloud
applications based on templates in the form of text files that can be treated like code.
•

12

A Heat template describes the infrastructure for a cloud application in a text
file that is readable and writable by humans and can be checked into version
control, diffed, etc.
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•

Infrastructure resources that can be described include: servers, floating IPs,
volumes, security groups, users, etc.

•

Templates can also specify the relationships between resources (e.g., this volume
is connected to this server). This enables Heat to call out to the OpenStack APIs
to create all of your infrastructure in the correct order to completely launch your
application.

•

Heat manages the entire lifecycle of the application - when you need to change
your infrastructure, simply modify the template and use it to update your existing
stack. Heat knows how to make the necessary changes. It will delete all of the
resources when you are finished with the application.

•

Heat primarily manages infrastructure, but the templates integrate well with
software configuration management tools such as Puppet and Chef.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Big Data Options on Cisco Metacloud
Hadoop on Metacloud
Apache Hadoop® is a distributed computing framework, which has become industry
standard for storage and processing of large data workloads. Hadoop consists of two
major components: Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), a secure and accessible
distributed data storage mechanism; and MapReduce, a distributed processing
framework which can leverage HDFS to perform large scale parallel computation.
Apart from MapReduce, Hadoop also supports tools such as Hive, Pig, Spark and
others, that provide the ability to perform data analytics operations through their
own interfaces/APIs.
Hadoop is available for general usage in two forms. Users can directly work with
the open source version of Apache Hadoop available through the Apache Software
Foundation (ASF), or through the major commercial distributors, which integrate Hadoop
with proprietary management tools for enterprise level data workloads. Three most
widely used commercials flavors of Hadoop discussed here are Cloudera Enterprise
(CDH®), Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP®) and MapR Converged Data Platform (MapR).

Cisco Metacloud
provides the ability
to deploy and
manage Hadoop
distributions
through a mix of
compute, storage
and networking
services using
its OpenStack
interface.
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Cisco Metacloud provides the ability to deploy and manage Hadoop distributions
through a mix of compute, storage and networking services administered using an
OpenStack interface. The OpenStack interface offers a way to programmatically manage
infrastructure operations of a data center through AWS and OpenStack APIs. The
ability to optimize data center operations provides flexible Hadoop deployments of
any commercial flavor and their components. With Cisco Metacloud’s dashboard and
toolset, provisioning, managing and maintaining Hadoop clusters in the enterprise
private cloud becomes as easy as the click of a button.
Hardware management using the OpenStack interface gives administrators options
to choose the software requirements for big data deployments. In case of Hadoop,
this will give the operations teams flexibility to choose their Hadoop distribution.
Any of the three major Hadoop distributions can be deployed either through the
compute nodes or through the imaging service. Below is an overview of the Hadoop
distributions and their reference architecture on Metacloud.
Cloudera Enterprise
Cloudera enterprise is a secure and efficient data management and analytics platform
built on top of Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. The underlying architecture of
Cloudera Enterprise consists of the operations layer (Cloudera Manager and Cloudera
Director) and the management layer (Cloudera Navigator and Encryption Key Store).
These components are tightly integrated with the Hadoop stack consisting of Storage
layer (HDFS, Kudu, HBase, among others), Ingestion layer (Kafka, Flume and Sqoop
among others), resource management layer (YARN) and processing layer (Spark, Pig,
Hive, MapReduce, impala, SOLR, among others).

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP)
HDP is enterprise ready open source apache Hadoop distribution built around a
centralized architecture (YARN). It consists of 100% open source components that can
power applications for data processing in batch and real time modes and delivers
robust analytics for the data-driven enterprise. YARN and HDFS are cornerstone
components of HDP; while HDFS provides reliable storage on enterprise hardware,
YARN works as a processing layer which allows access to data for different workloads.
Hadoop cluster operations are managed by the Ambari interface, while Zookeeper
is used to coordinate distributed computing resources. Data governance (Atlas,
Falcon, Oozie, Flume and Sqoop), Data processing (Hive, Pig, Spark, Storm and Tez)
and data security (Ranger and Knox) are aptly segregated for ease of operations.

MapR Converged Data Platform (MapR)
MapR delivers on the promise of Hadoop with a proven, enterprise-grade platform
that supports a broad set of mission-critical and real-time production uses. The
core of MapR consists of three services: MapR-FS, MapR-DB and MapR-Streams, The
core services form the storage layer which supports distributed processing tools
such as Spark, Hive and Apache Drill, among others. The processing layer also has
tight integration with commercial tools such as Vertica, SAP, MySQL and others. The
key difference between MapR-FS and HDFS is that MapR provides a no-NameNode
architecture that can tolerate multiple simultaneous failures with automatic failover
and fallback. The metadata is distributed and replicated, just like the data providing
more robust fault tolerance and reducing dependence on network attached storage.

Ideal Usage Patterns
Hadoop utilizes distributed architecture to store and process data. The ability to
store huge quantities of data in a distributed manner, which is also cost effective at
the same time, is a key differentiator in adoption of Hadoop as a de-facto system for
‘big-data’ applications. The capability of Hadoop lends itself to many patterns of use
within the big data analytic space.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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The most common use cases of Hadoop can be delineated into
three distinct categories:
1.

Data Cleaning
•

Large extract, transform, and load (ETL) data movement

•

Call data record analytics for optimized billing

2.

Data Exploration
•

Fraud detection and data forensics

•

Risk modeling and threat analytics

•

Ad hoc data mining and analytics

3.

Data Enrichment
•

Using web streaming data to enrich recommendation engines

•

Ad targeting and click stream analytics

Hadoop Stack

Flexible resource
allocation allows
Metacloud to
support tools
on top of
existing Hadoop
deployments.

Flexible allocation of resources allows Metacloud to support tools on top of existing
Hadoop deployments, as well as change resource allocation when needed for specific
tools within existing Hadoop cluster. Below are some of the popular Hadoop stack
tools used for data processing.

Hive
Hive is an open source data warehousing framework that runs on top of Hadoop.
Hive distributes data on a Hadoop cluster in a structured tabular format. The table
schemas are managed by a separate database called metastore. Metastore databases
are generally managed by a persistent relational DBMS such as MySQL or Postgres.
The data stored using Hive metastore is queried using Hive QL, a SQL-based query
language that converts user queries into MapReduce jobs for execution on a Hadoop
cluster. Hive adds additional support for MapReduce functions and allows users to
write their own functions to process complex data sources such as text documents
and log files.

Pig
Pig is an open source analytics package that runs on top of Hadoop. Pig allows users
to abstract complex MapReduce operations using SQL-like language and Pig Latin,
which allows users to structure, summarize and query data. Pig Latin also supports
extensible user defined operations which allows users to define complex data types.
Pig execution environment translates Pig Scripts to MapReduce workflows which can
subsequently run in a Hadoop distributed environment.
Metacloud users can access Pig Latin through the commercial Hadoop distribution
deployments, or as an independent deployment on top of existing Hadoop deployment
modes. Storage options on Metacloud allow Pig to access customer JARs and scripts
from remote storage options with an S3 like interface.

16
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HBase
HBase is distributed database modeled after Google’s BigTable. HBase is a column
oriented, non-relational database which runs on top of HDFS. HBase provides a fault
tolerant, efficient way of storing large quantities of sparse data providing fast lookup.
HBase shares its filesystem with Hadoop and also integrates well with Hive, enabling
SQL-like queries over HBase tables, joins with Hive tables and provides support for
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC).
Metacloud enables automated deployment of HBase with commercial Hadoop
distributions as well as single deployment for use cases where only HBase is required.
Automated management of hardware and software allow HBase deployments to
integrate with storage services, BI and database deployments and archiving options.
Cisco Metacloud also supports other applications of the Hadoop stack through a mix
of compute, storage and networking services, such as R (statistics), Zeppelin, Ganglia
(monitoring), Sqoop (database connector), Kafka (real time ingestion), HCatalog (table
and storage management) and more.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Big Data Options on Cisco Metacloud
Spark on Metacloud
Apache Spark is a general purpose distributed processing framework which can
integrate with a variety of data sources for ingestion and egestion workloads. Spark’s
execution model consists of dividing the workflow into driver and executor process.
These two processes are part of a single Spark application in which the high level
workflow that needs to be performed happens on the driver side, while the execution
takes place inside the executors, which leverage compute and memory resources to
execute tasks assigned to them from the driver. The executor processes are responsible
for performing compute tasks as well as storing data in memory, if asked to do so. In
general, the Spark execution model has been shown to be up to 100x faster in memory
and up to 2-10x faster on disk when compared to MapReduce.
Currently, Apache Spark comes with a Spark-core functional API along with high level
sub-projects that offer functionality for different types of workloads. These packages
include:
1.

Spark Core: Spark core provides the low level RDD (resilient distributed datasets)

2.

Spark SQL / Dataframes: Spark SQL provides high level APIs for structured data

3.

Spark Streaming: Spark Streaming enables Spark’s batch like execution to perform

4.

GraphX: Spark also comes with a subproject called GraphX that uses Spark’s

API which allow logical MapReduce type operations on different data sources.
Spark’s core functionalities are available in Scala, Python and Java APIs and
allow developers to design workflows to process distributed data using Spark’s
execution model.
processing. It abstracts over low level RDD API to provide highly optimized Dataframes
API. Users can interface with SparkSQL using SQL, dataframes or datasets API.
However, the underlying execution engine remains the same.
computations on a continuous influx of data. The streaming model approximates
RDD API into a micro batch like model which can be used with Spark’s execution
model to perform data processing. It has built-in mechanisms for fault tolerance
and can preserve information state through check-pointing.
execution engine for graph processing. Graph refers to a mathematical construct
consisting of a set of vertices connected by a set of edges.

Apart from the above sub-project, Spark comes packaged with a special functions
library for machine learning applications called ML. Spark ML consists of a collection of
commonly used algorithms for machine learning and advanced analytics implemented
for Spark’s execution model. The ML library can be used with pipeline API to design
different advanced analytics workloads into a single application which can then
leverage Spark’s execution model for computing and data distribution.

18
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Cassandra on Metacloud
DataStax Enterprise
DataStax Enterprise (DSE)2 accelerates your ability to deliver real-time value at epic
scale by providing a comprehensive and operationally simple data management
layer with a unique always-on architecture built on Apache Cassandra™. DataStax
Enterprise provides the distributed, responsive and intelligent foundation to build
and run cloud applications.
Apache Cassandra, a top level Apache project born at Facebook and built on Amazon’s
Dynamo and Google’s BigTable, is a distributed database for managing large amounts
of structured data across many commodity servers, while providing highly available
service and no single point of failure. Cassandra offers capabilities that relational
databases and other NoSQL databases simply cannot match such as: continuous
availability, linear scale performance, operational simplicity and easy data distribution
across multiple data centers and cloud availability zones.
Cassandra’s architecture is responsible for its ability to scale, perform and offer
continuous uptime. Rather than using a legacy master-slave or a manual and difficultto-maintain sharded architecture, Cassandra has a masterless “ring” design that is
elegant, easy to setup and easy to maintain.

Cloudwick will
deploy and manage
DataStax Enterprise
on Cisco Metacloud.

In Cassandra, all nodes play an identical role; there is no concept of a master node,
with all nodes communicating with each other equally. Cassandra’s built-for-scale
architecture means that it is capable of handling large amounts of data and thousands
of concurrent users or operations per second— even across multiple data centers— as
easily as it can manage much smaller amounts of data and user traffic. Cassandra’s
architecture also means that, unlike other master-slave or sharded systems, it has no
single point of failure and therefore is capable of offering true continuous availability
and uptime — simply add new nodes to an existing cluster without having to take it
down.

Deployment
Cloudwick will deploy and manage DataStax Enterprise on Cisco Metacloud as part
of Cloudwick Managed Solution.

Ideal Use Patterns
•

Time Series Data - Cassandra’s data model is an excellent fit for handling data in
sequence regardless of data type or size. When writing data to Cassandra, data
is sorted and written sequentially to disk. When retrieving data by row key and
then by range, you get a fast and efficient access pattern due to minimal disk
seeks – time series data is an excellent fit for this type of pattern.

•

Retail/e-commerce transactions, or managing media playlist - Storing a collection
of user selected and curated items has massive performance, scalability and
availability implications. For retailers that need durable shopping cart protection,
fast product catalog input and lookups and similar retail application support,
Apache Cassandra is a perfect fit.

2

http://www.datastax.com/products/datastax-enterprise, accessed July 2, 2016
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•

IoT - The explosive number of devices that are generating, tracking and sharing
data across a variety of networks is overwhelming to most data management
solutions. Cassandra is a perfect fit for consuming lots of time-series data that
comes directly from users, devices, sensors and similar mechanisms that exist in
a variety of geographic locations. Learn about the companies that have deployed
Cassandra to solve their Internet of Things / Sensor Data problems.

•

Messaging applications today are synonymous with incredibly high volumes
of data. With a massive increase in mobile device adoption as well as storing,
managing and performing analyses on messaging systems that include email,
chat, commenting and user notifications, massive scalability and availability is
required without sacrificing performance.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Elastic on Metacloud
Elasticsearch³ is a highly scalable open-source full-text search and analytics engine.
It allows you to store, search and analyze big volumes of data quickly and in near
real-time. It is generally used as the underlying engine/technology that powers
applications that have complex search features and requirements.
Deployment
Cloudwick will deploy and manage Elasticsearch on Cisco Metacloud as part of
Cloudwick Managed Solution.
Ideal Use Patterns
You run an online web store and allow customers to search for products. Use
Elasticsearch to store your product catalog and inventory and provide search and
autocomplete suggestions.
You want to collect log or transaction data and analyze and mine this data for
trends, statistics, summarizations, or anomalies. You can use Logstash (part of the
Elasticsearch/Logstash/Kibana stack) to collect, aggregate and parse your data and
have Logstash feed this data into Elasticsearch. Once the data is in Elasticsearch,
you can run searches and aggregations to mine information that is of interest to you.
You have analytics/business-intelligence needs and want to quickly investigate,
analyze, visualize and ask ad-hoc questions on a lot of data (think millions or billions
of records). Use Elasticsearch to store your data and use Kibana (part of Elasticsearch/
Logstash/Kibana stack) to build custom dashboards to visualize aspects of your data
that are important to you. Additionally, you can use the Elasticsearch aggregations
functionality to perform complex business intelligence queries against your data.

Big Data Analytics on Cisco Metacloud
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Apache Hadoop, Hadoop and Apache, are either registered trademarks
or trademarks of The Apache Software Foundation in the United States
and other countries. All other product and company names herein may
be trademarks of their registered owners.
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